Our Story

Founded on the east coast of Scotland, Keela International is proud to be a British manufacturer of high quality outdoor clothing.

The British weather creates the perfect environment for our rigorous testing. We don’t just test our garments in high-tech lab conditions, we put them out on the hills with real people. As a result of our ongoing development Keela has won many awards, including the Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation.

With our approach to innovation, testing and technical advances, we focus on protection, so you can focus on adventure.
Our Core Values

We pride ourselves on our approach to design and research, and constantly work to improve according to our three core beliefs: Innovation (IQT), Sustainability and Community.

Innovation, Quality, Technology (IQT) – Our team uses experience built from decades of providing garments to Emergency Services and Mountain Rescue, combined with cutting-edge technology to design the next generation of Keela garments.

Sustainability – We are the first waterproof clothing manufacturer in the UK to sign up to the Sustainable Clothing Action Plan (SCAP) and together we are working to ensure our garments are as sustainable as possible.

Community – We work in partnership with initiatives such as Britain on Foot, as well as rescue teams, to encourage people to get involved in the great outdoors.
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System Dual Protection (SDP)

The Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation is one of the UK’s most prestigious awards, recognising outstanding achievement in the field of international trade, innovation and sustainable development.

Keela International is very proud to have received the award in 2008 in recognition of its outstanding System Dual Protection (SDP) — the world’s only waterproof performance clothing technology that manages inner condensation in wet and cold conditions.

SDP is a unique double-layer fabric system with an air gap. The tough, durable outer layer ensures it can handle wear and tear, while a lightweight inner layer offers comfort and creates the air gap to build up warmth. SDP is 100% waterproof, breathable, warm and reduces inner condensation to keep the wearer protected.

Originally developed for use in military applications in the most testing of conditions, System Dual Protection has gone on to become integral to Keela’s product development in apparel supplied to Tactical Forces, Mountain Rescue Teams and the Emergency Services, who all demand technical clothing that performs under pressure – just as they themselves do.

SDP is also widely used by Keela in its outdoor clothing range and has gone on to conquer some of the world’s toughest mountain peaks and survive some of the harshest weather on the planet.

In short, System Dual Protection provides unrivalled waterproof protection and comfort in any conditions.

Moisture build-up caused by condensation from your body in cold or damp conditions can be a real problem, regardless of how ‘breathable’ your jacket is claimed to be.

If you use a waterproof jacket frequently and are out in all weathers you will no doubt have experienced this physical phenomenon. Although it may look and feel as if your jacket is letting in water, the moisture is in fact caused by condensation which builds up inside your jacket when it rains or when the temperature is around 14°C or below.

No matter how breathable your jacket might be, there is no breathability (or very little) in cold or damp conditions.

Breathability standard tests generally take place in dry conditions of 21°C or above. When temperatures are lower and humidity levels much higher, it’s difficult to quantify or substantiate breathability levels in most outdoor clothing. Since most outdoor activities do indeed take place in cold and damp conditions it’s hard to be sure how effective this so called breathability really is. Research by the University of Leeds has found that no fabric is breathable in cold and wet conditions after 60 minutes.
How does Keela’s SDP system work?

Keela uses an outer fabric, which is coated or laminated with a breathable membrane, and combines it with a mesh lining which has a high wicking hydrophilic (water loving) membrane laminated to it. These two layers of fabric create an air gap providing a natural thermal barrier, protecting against heat loss and reducing the need for bulky layers.

The hydrophilic membrane rapidly transports moisture (sweat and condensation) away from the body, keeping you dry and comfortable, even in the rain. The combination of the air gap and wicking process regulates body temperature, minimising overheating when active and shivering during inactive periods, keeping you comfortable and safe.

Keela’s System Dual Protection is unique and unrivalled when it comes to waterproofing and comfort in any conditions. It remains the ‘go to’ technology for many people working outdoors or taking part in activities in cold and wet conditions.

It’s a technology that Keela is justifiably proud of and the Queens Award for Enterprise: Innovation only goes to underline its importance for so many of these users across the world.
“The jacket of choice for a number of mountain rescue teams in the UK. With all the essential features you’d expect on any serious bit of mountain wear, the Munro feels just ‘right’ when you’re wearing it”
Keela’s flagship jacket is capable of combating the toughest conditions imaginable. It has helped conquer the highest mountains on the planet and is used by Mountain Rescue Teams, Tactical Forces and expedition teams worldwide. Packed with features, robust and fashionable, you would be hard pushed to find another jacket on the market to match it.

- **Waterproof & windproof**
- **Highly breathable/wickable**
- **Condensation control**
- **Four-way adjustable rollaway hood with wired peak and one-handed drawcord volume adjuster**
- **Detachable inner snow skirt**
- **Reinforced shoulder panels**
- **Scooped back**
- **Underarm zipped ventilation with double stormflaps**
- **Articulated sleeves**
- **Velcro adjustable cuffs**
- **Two zipped chest pockets with stormflaps**
- **Two lower zipped pockets, fleece-lined with stormflaps**
- **Two-way front zipper with double stormflap, Velcro closure and snaps**
- **Concealed OS map security pocket**
- **Mobile phone/MP3 pocket**
- **Shockcords, with cord locks at hood, waist and hem**
- **Chin guard**

**Munro Jacket 00250 & Ladies’ Munro Jacket 40230**

**Fabric:** Innovation 5  
**Lining:** ADS Laminate  
**Sizes:** XS-3XL (men); 8-20 (ladies)
Cumulus Pro Jacket 00160

Designed in close collaboration with Mountain Rescue Teams throughout the world, the Cumulus is the lightest System Dual Protection jacket in our range. Packed with unique features – and with a low bulk-to-weight ratio that does not compromise on performance and protection – this is the perfect year-round mountain jacket.

**Fabric:** Innovation 8  
**Lining:** ADS Laminate  
**Sizes:** XS-3XL

**COLOURS**  
- Rescue Red/Black  
- Blue/Black  
- Black

**FEATURES**  
- Waterproof & windproof  
- Highly breathable/wickable  
- Condensation control  
- Attached hood with peak and volume adjuster  
- Two-way main zip, double stormflap with guttering and snap closure  
- Underarm ventilation with double storm flap  
- Two chest pockets with zip closure and integral D-rings  
- Articulated sleeves  
- Two hip pockets  
- Concealed OS map security pocket  
- Concealed media pocket  
- Easy access forearm pocket  
- Pen loop  
- Adjustable cuff tabs  
- Adjustable shockcord at hem and hood  
- 3M reflective highlights for visibility
Spectrum Jacket 01530

Featuring SDP technology, the Spectrum is the ultimate all-rounder. It can tackle the harshest winter conditions, with clever features making it ideal for skiers and hillwalkers alike.

**Fabric:** Prostretch
**Lining:** ADS Laminate
**Sizes:** XS-3XL

**COLOURS**
- Black

- Waterproof & windproof
- Highly breathable/wickable
- Condensation control
- Detachable hood with peak and one-handed drawcord volume adjuster
- Underarm zipped ventilation with double stormflap and Velcro closure
- Articulated sleeves
- Scooped back
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- Shockcord in hood, hem and snowskirt, with cordlock adjusters
- Two large zipped pockets with stormflap
- Concealed OS map pocket
- Inner zipped mobile phone/MP3 pocket
- Left-hand zipped chest pocket with stormflap

ProSport Jacket 02490

Blending urban styling with an active fit, the ProSport is designed with high impact outdoor activities in mind; the four-way stretch fabric allows unrestricted movement.

**Fabric:** Prostretch
**Lining:** ADS Laminate
**Sizes:** XS-3XL

**COLOURS**
- Lime
- Black
- Midnight Blue
- Olive

- Waterproof & windproof
- Highly breathable/wickable
- Condensation control
- Attached hood with peak and volume adjuster
- Two chest pockets with zip closure and stormflaps
- One waterproof zipped chest pocket
- Concealed OS map security pocket
- Adjustable shockcord at hem and hood
- Adjustable cuff tabs
- Scooped back
- Two chest pockets with waterproof zips and stormflaps
- Zipped inside meshflaps
- Condensation control
- Attached hood with peak and volume adjuster
- Underarm zipped ventilation with double stormflap and Velcro closure
- Adjustable shockcord at hem and hood
- Articulated sleeves
- Chin guard
- Velcro adjustable cuffs

Ladies’ ProSport Jacket 42010

Comfy, stretchy and specifically tailored for active women, the retro detailing ensures this jacket not only provides maximum performance but plenty of urban chic.

**Fabric:** Prostretch
**Lining:** ADS Laminate
**Sizes:** 8-20

**COLOURS**
- Lime
- Black
- Midnight Blue
- Berry

- Waterproof & windproof
- Highly breathable/wickable
- Condensation control
- Attached hood with peak and volume adjuster
- Underarm zipped ventilation with double stormflap and Velcro closure

- Two chest pockets with zip closure and stormflaps
- One waterproof zipped chest pocket
- Concealed OS map security pocket
- Adjustable shockcord at hem and hood
- Adjustable cuff tabs
- Scooped back
- Two chest pockets with waterproof zips and stormflaps
- Zipped inside meshflaps
- Condensation control
- Attached hood with peak and volume adjuster
- Adjustable shockcord at hem and hood
- Articulated sleeves
- Chin guard
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
Kintyre Jacket 00610

A longer cut and classic styling make the Kintyre a popular choice for easy hikes and country walking. A fleece can be zipped inside for added warmth.

Fabric: Rainlife 5000
Lining: Wickable mesh lining system
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Navy
- Red/Navy
- Black

- Waterproof, windproof & breathable
- Wired hood that rolls away into collar
- Internal zip for insertion of fleece (compatible with Keela’s Skye fleece jacket)
- Tabs at inner collar and cuffs for attachment of fleece
- Concealed OS map pocket

Lomond Jacket 00620

Sharing design features with the Kintyre but instead using soft-touch Innovation 7 fabric, the Lomond can be used for anything from fellside exploring to dog walking.

Fabric: Innovation 7
Lining: Wickable mesh lining system
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Green
- Navy

- Waterproof, windproof & breathable
- Soft touch outer fabric
- Wired peaked hood
- Internal zip for insertion of fleece (compatible with Keela’s Skye fleece jacket)
- Tabs at inner collar and cuffs for attachment of fleece
- Zipped side vents with stormflaps
- Concealed OS map pocket
- Two-way front zip with double stormflap
- Two zipped hand warmer pockets with stormflap
- One zipped chest pocket with storm flap
- Adjustable Velcro and elasticated cuffs
- Shockcord with cordlocks on hood, waist and hem
- Shockcord with cordlocks on hood
Falkland Jacket 00210

Traditional country styling meets modern design. Combining heritage fabric Ventile with our ADS Laminate makes the Falkland tough, durable and almost completely silent.

Fabric: Ventile
Lining: ADS Laminate
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
■ Olive

Ventile

- Waterproof & windproof
- Highly breathable/wickable
- Condensation control
- Detachable hood with wired peak and volume adjuster
- Articulated sleeves
- Two front hip bellows pockets with stormflaps
- Two side pockets behind bellow pockets
- Pittards leather trim
- Two vertical chest pockets
- Concealed zipped OS map pocket
- Double stormflaps with snap closure
- Shockcord with cordlocks at hood, waist and hem
- Adjustable cuff with studs
- Adjustable waistband cord
- Chin guard

Ventile

Ventile® was the first truly effective all-weather fabric whose breathability performance remains unsurpassed.

Its secret lies in the uncoated and un laminated construction. The fabrics are 100% cotton, utilising the nest, long staple fibres, only found in the top 2% of the world’s crop. After gentle spinning and doubling, the yarn is woven into a very dense Oxford weave, using up to 30% more yarn than conventional woven fabrics.

The performance of Ventile® fabrics results from the properties of cotton fibres which expand when they come into contact with water. The combination of fibres, yarns and weave causes expansion in a uniform manner. This allows the interstices within the fabric to close up, preventing the further passage of water. The fabric therefore provides excellent protection against the wind, rain, snow and cold.
“Runners and cyclists will like the slim fit and low cut at the back... and the fabric helps keep out icy breezes”

BBC COUNTRYFILE MAGAZINE

“If you are looking for a great all-round jacket for multiple sports these jackets will perform for you”

RUN 247
A highly technical lightweight waterproof for cyclists and runners, made from Flylite Aqua fabric. The adjustable hood fits over helmets and reflective piping ensuring high visibility. The ladies’ version (Storm) combines a stylish tailored cut with great performance. Both jackets are ideal for fast-moving sports and take up little room in a rucksack.

**FEATURES (SAXON)**
- Waterproof & windproof
- Breathable
- Lightweight
- Waterproof front zip
- Two zipped hip pockets
- Zipped back pocket
- Reflective trim
- Active cut with scooped back
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- Three-way adjustable hood

**FEATURES (STORM)**
- Waterproof & windproof
- Breathable
- Lightweight
- Waterproof front zip
- Two zipped hip pockets
- Zipped back pocket
- Zipped chest pocket
- Reflective trim
- Active cut with scooped back
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- Three-way adjustable hood

**COLOURS (Men)**
- Lime
- Cobalt
- Orange
- Black

**COLOURS (Ladies)**
- Lime
- Cobalt
- Orange
- Berry
- Black

**Saxon Jacket 00020**
& **Ladies’ Storm Jacket 40030**

**Fabric:** Flylite Aqua
**Sizes:** XS-3XL (men); 8-20 (ladies)
Lynx Jacket 30010
The Lynx uses our technical StretchTec Advance fabric which offers unrivalled softshell performance and the largest pit-zips in the Keela range allow for rapid venting.

Fabric: StretchTec Advanced
Sizes: 2XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Persian Blue
- Hi-Vis Yellow
- Black

- Water repellent
- Wind resistant
- Highly breathable
- Four-way stretch
- Active cut with scooped back
- Neck baffle with soft finish
- Adjustable Velcro cuffs
- Full-length zip with rear stormflap
- Extra-large pit-zips from hem to mid-arm
- Two chest pockets
- Retro reflective trim for extra visibility

Ladies’ Liberty Jacket 40010
The tailored fit of the ladies’ Liberty will appeal to those who want to look good while pushing their limits – windproof, breathable protection with a contemporary style.

Fabric: StretchTec Advanced
Sizes: 8-20

COLOURS
- Raspberry
- Hi-Vis Yellow
- Black

- Water repellent
- Wind resistant
- Highly breathable
- Four-way stretch
- Active cut with scooped back
- Neck baffle with soft finish
- Full-length zip with rear stormflap
- Adjustable Velcro cuffs
- Extra-large pit-zips from hem to mid-arm
- Two hip pockets
- Arm pocket
- Retro reflective trim for extra visibility
- Thumb loops
- Waterproof & windproof
- Packs into stuffsack
- Scooped back
- Elasticated cuff
- Full-length waterproof zip with internal stormflap
- Two-way drawcord adjustable hem
- Foldaway hood

Stashaway Jacket 02410
The Stashaway comes into its own when packed size and weight really matter. Fully waterproof with taped seams and waterproof zips, it can be taken on any adventure.

Fabric: Rainlife 2000
Sizes: 2XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Lime
- Olive
- Pacific Blue
- Red
- Black

- Waterproof & windproof
- Breathable
- Packs into stuffsack
- Scooped back
- Elasticated cuff
- Two hip pockets with waterproof zips
- Full-length waterproof zip with internal stormflap
- Two-way drawcord adjustable hem
- Foldaway hood

COLOURS
- Lime
- Olive
- Pacific Blue
- Red
- Black
Condor Jacket 00050
A lightweight windproof with a difference – not only does the Condor pack away into the back pocket, but the zip-off sleeves also allow it to be converted into a gilet.

Fabric: Flylite Ultra
Sizes: 2XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Charcoal/Black
- Blue/Black
- Hi-Vis Yellow/Black

Ladies’ Coyote Jacket 40050
Like the similarly-featured Condor, this ladies’-specific jacket can be converted into a gilet. The cut and reflective detailing make it well suited for cycling and running.

Fabric: Flylite Ultra
Sizes: 8-20

COLOURS
- Charcoal/Black
- Raspberry/Black
- Hi-Vis Yellow/Black

Neutronic Jacket 02440
Made from Flylite fabric with a DWR finish, the Neutronic features a minimalist design to keep weight as low as possible. Weighs less than 120g!

Fabric: Flylite Ripstop
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black
- Yellow
- Khaki
THERMAL
WINDPROOF
WATER RESISTANT
BREATHABLE
“Perfect for winter walking... and will keep out drizzle, snow and wind with no bother”

LAKELAND WALKER

Zenith Jacket 30810
& Ladies’ Zenita Jacket 42290

Fabric: AirXtream
Lining: Thermal fleece
Sizes: XS-3XL (men), 8-20 (ladies)

FEATURES
- Water resistant
- Windproof
- Breathable
- Thermal fleece lining
- One-handed drawcord at hem
- Scooped back
- Zipped hip pockets (concealed on Zenita)
- Zipped chest pocket
- Velcro adjustable cuffs

COLOURS (Men)
- Red
- Black

COLOURS (Ladies)
- Red
- Black

Constructed using our redeveloped AirXtream fabric with fleece backing, both jackets are completely windproof, weather resistant and highly versatile. They can be used as an outer layer in blustery conditions or as a toasty midlayer when temperatures drop.
Zenith Gilet 32280
A simplistic gilet that provides insulation equal to a fleece gilet, yet without the bulk. It’s a versatile product that would be a welcome addition in any layering system.

Fabric: AirXtream
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Red
- Black

Water resistant
Windproof
Breathable
Thermal fleece lining
Scooped back
Zipped hip pockets

Fusion Jacket 30821
With a soft fleece lining for comfort and a sleek outer for weather-beating, the Fusion has been specifically designed to work in a multitude of outdoor environments.

Fabric: AirXtream Fusion
Sizes: 2XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black

Weather resistant
Windproof
Breathable
Condensation Control
Side ventilation
Two zipped outer pockets
Shockcord at collar and hem
Full length front zip with internal stormflap
Velcro adjustable cuffs with elastic
Neck baffle
Internal pocket

Quantum Jacket 32300
One of the most advanced softshells on the market, used by Mountain Rescue Teams and Tactical Forces. An inner ‘air channel’ system increases air flow to help moisture wicking.

Fabric: AirXtream Advanced
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black

Weather proof with tape-sealed softshell
Windproof
Highly breathable
Condensation control
Zipped hip pockets
Zipped chest pocket
Articulated sleeves
Adjustable cuffs

AirXtream

SOFTSHELL
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“The Quantum has excellent ventilation. There’s extra comfort and performance too, courtesy of the two-way stretch fabric with a brushed inner lining”

CAMPING MAGAZINE
PrimaLoft® Gold
The Highest Performing Insulation

PrimaLoft® Gold is the highest performing insulation on the market for warmth, water resistance, softness and compressibility. PrimaLoft® Gold is an ultra-fine microfibre insulation that is warm, soft and lightweight, with better thermal properties – wet or dry – than all other insulations.

Ultra-fine fibres form tiny air pockets that trap body heat and keep the cold out. The result is immediate warmth without the bulk. PrimaLoft® Gold microfibres are engineered for permanent water resistance and create tight surface tension that resists moisture penetration – it’s an insulation that dries faster than goose down. These fibres mimic the compressibility of goose down and are breathable, allowing moisture vapour to be transported through the fibres and away from the skin.

Primaloft® Gold
Ultimate Performance, Warmth & Comfort

- Excellent thermal efficiency
- Dries faster than down
- Wind resistant
- Warm, soft & compressible as down
- Lightweight & breathable
- Superior water resistance
The Sherpa offers everything you could want in a thermal jacket: high performance, versatility, warmth and light weight. Made from PrimaLoft® Gold, it can be used as a midlayer or standalone jacket. With its water/wind resistant technology and unrestricted movement, this jacket appeals to extreme mountaineers and hillwalkers alike.

**FEATURES**
- PrimaLoft® Gold 100gsm fill
- Windproof and water resistant
- Sleeves zip off to form gilet
- Two-way main zip
- Zipped chest pocket
- Two zipped hip pockets
- Neck baffle with one-handed adjustment
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- One-handed adjustable hem

**COLOURS**
- Rescue Red
- Blue
- Black

**OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST**

“As warm and soft as down, the Sherpa will be an essential item in any rucksack”

**Sherpa Jacket 00170**

**Fabric:** Ultralight Flylite fabric shell  
**Insulation:** PrimaLoft® Gold

**Sizes:** XS-3XL
Belay Pro Jacket 02300
Combining a windproof ripstop face fabric with top quality synthetic insulation, the Belay Pro works as both an outer layer in its own right or under a waterproof shell.

Fabric: Flylite Ripstop
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Gold
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Olive
- Wolf Grey
- Black

- PrimaLoft® Gold insulation
- 133gsm fill
- Windproof
- Lycra hem
- Adjustable cuffs
- Left-hand inner side pocket
- Two hip pockets with storm flap
- Scooped back
- Two-way reversed coil zip
- Neck baffle

Ladies’ Belay Pro Jacket 40260
With an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio thanks to the PrimaLoft® Gold infill, the Ladies’ Belay jacket can tackle the harshest of winter conditions or those chilly summer nights.

Fabric: Flylite Ultra
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Gold
Sizes: B-20

COLOURS
- Red
- Black

- PrimaLoft® Gold insulation
- 133gsm fill
- Windproof
- Scooped back
- Contrastingly coloured zips
- Chest pocket (with concealed zipper)
- Two-way reversible coil zip
- Neck baffle

Belay Smock 61030
Originally developed for use by Tactical Forces, this simple over-the-head design has become increasingly popular with professional users and minimalist adventurers.

Fabric: Flylite Ripstop
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Gold
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Olive
- Black

- PrimaLoft® Gold insulation
- 133gsm fill
- Windproof
- Two-way zip ventilation from hem to upper arm
- Adjustable side tabs
- Zip neck
- Neck baffle
- Adjustable cuffs
- Main chest pocket
- Two hip pockets
“Wearing this jacket is like wearing a sleeping bag. It’s like being wrapped up in that level of comfort where you know nothing bad can get to you weather-wise”

CARAVAN MAGAZINE
Genesis Waterproof Fleece 31630
This award-winning waterproof fleece uses cutting-edge technology, not least in its highly breathable hydrophilic lining. Used by Mountain Rescue Teams.
Fabric: Zetland 100 with DWR finish
Lining: Innovation XL
Sizes: XS-3XL
COLOURS
- Green/Black
- Black

Protection on a different level. The Neptune repels wind and rain with ease, while its breathable lining system regulates body temperature, ensuring you don’t overheat during outdoor activity.
Fabric: Zetland 100 with DWR finish
Lining: Innovation XL
Sizes: XS-3XL
COLOURS
- Navy
- Black

Skye Pro Fleece 31260
An ‘interactive’ midlayer fleece that’s soft, cosy and moisture-wicking; it can work on its own or be zipped into one of Keela’s waterproof shell jackets.
Fabric: Zetland Micro
Sizes: 2XS-3XL
COLOURS
- Green
- Navy
- Black

- Can be zipped into Kintyre, Spectrum & Falkland jackets
- Micro finish with anti-pill fabric
- Elasticated cuffs
- Full-length interactive zip
- Two outer zipped pockets
- Elasticated shockcord in hem with adjustable cord-lock
- Loop at cuff and collar for attachment to jacket

Genius Waterproof Fleece

- 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable
- Condensation control
- Reinforced shoulders and elbows
- Zipped hip pockets
- Neck baffle
- Articulated sleeves
- Shock cords with locks at hem
- Active fit
- Fully-taped sealed lining
- Elasticated cuffs
- Waterproof and windproof
- Highly breathable
- Condensation control
- Fully-taped sealed lining
- Rollaway detachable hood
- Shock cord with cord-locks in hem and hood
- Full-length one-way front zip
- Internal zipped security pockets
- Elasticated cuffs
- Two exterior handwarmer pockets
- Anti-pill fabric
Mocha Advance Zip Top 30150
The Mocha midlayer is breathable and wickable, actively
moving perspiration away from your body, so keeping you
drier and more comfortable.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Sizes: 2XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Navy
- Black

Pulse Microfleece 30040
Simplicity and perfection in a midlayer fleece. Light enough
for use in warmer conditions and excellent thermal
properties for colder climates.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Persian Blue
- Olive
- Wolf Grey
- Black
- Red/Black

Ladies’ Pulse Microfleece 40040
A technical design with a female-specific fit. It has a high
warmth-to-weight ratio and is compressible enough to
stow into small daysacks.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Sizes: 8-20

COLOURS
- Calypso Blue
- Berry
- Wolf Grey
- Black
- Red/Black

Breathable and wicking
Lightweight and packable
Short collar
Zip at neck for ventilation

Loose fit (or downsize for a
closer fit)
Quick dry

Zetland 100 Microfleece
Wickable and breathable
Works well as mid or baselayer
High warmth-to-weight ratio
Lightweight – soft and
compressible for easy packing
Half-zip collar for ventilation

Flat-lock seams improve
comfort and fit when worn as
part of layering system
Scooped back
Quick dry
Easy care

Zetland 100 Microfleece
Wickable and breathable
Works well as mid or baselayer
High warmth-to-weight ratio
Lightweight – soft and
compressible for easy packing
Half-zip collar for ventilation

Flat-lock seams improve
comfort and fit when worn
as part of layering system
Scooped back
Quick dry
Easy care

Simplicity and perfection in a midlayer fleece. Light enough
for use in warmer conditions and excellent thermal
properties for colder climates.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Persian Blue
- Olive
- Wolf Grey
- Black
- Red/Black

Breathable and wicking
Lightweight and packable
Short collar
Zip at neck for ventilation

Loose fit (or downsize for a
closer fit)
Quick dry

Zetland 100 Microfleece
Wickable and breathable
Works well as mid or baselayer
High warmth-to-weight ratio
Lightweight – soft and
compressible for easy packing
Half-zip collar for ventilation

Flat-lock seams improve
comfort and fit when worn as
part of layering system
Scooped back
Quick dry
Easy care

Zetland 100 Microfleece
Wickable and breathable
Works well as mid or baselayer
High warmth-to-weight ratio
Lightweight – soft and
compressible for easy packing
Half-zip collar for ventilation

Flat-lock seams improve
comfort and fit when worn
as part of layering system
Scooped back
Quick dry
Easy care
“They are so comfortable! They hold the warmth required of a baselayer and the wicking fabric really comes to the fore”
A baselayer, by definition, is designed to sit next to the skin and help wick perspiration away from the body. It’s perhaps the most important clothing layer to get right. Keela’s ADS tops and bottoms have a close fit, are fast wicking, quick drying and have built-in UV protection. Suitable for hiking, biking, running and all outdoor sports.

**TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE**
- **QUICK DRY**
- **UV PROTECTION**
- **WICKING**

**FEATURES (short-sleeve)**
- ADS 100
- Technical fit
- High wicking properties
- Climate control
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Easy care
- Half-zip at collar for ventilation
- Concealed secret stash pocket with internal ring
- Slight scooped back

**FEATURES (long-sleeve)**
- ADS 100
- Technical fit
- High wicking properties
- Climate control
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Easy care
- Half-zip at collar for ventilation

**COLOURS (short-sleeve)**
- Electric Blue/Gargoyle Grey
- Hi-Vis Yellow/Gargoyle Grey
- Red/Black
- Black

**COLOURS (long-sleeve)**
- Burnt Orange/Gargoyle Grey
- Hi-Vis Yellow/Gargoyle Grey
- Navy
- Black

**Men’s ADS Advance Zip Top**
- **Short-sleeve** 20110
- **Long-sleeve** 24460

**Fabric**: ADS

**Sizes**: XS-3XL
Ladies’ ADS Advance Zip Top
Short-sleeve 40110
The women’s ADS jerseys share the same technical design features as the men’s range, but offer a female-specific cut. Fast wicking, quick drying and suitable for most sports.

Fabric: ADS
Sizes: 8-20
COLOURS
Turquoise/ Gargoyle Grey
Red/Black
White/Gargoyle Grey

Ladies’ ADS Advance Zip Top
Long-sleeve 40090
For changeable spring or autumn days in the mountains, glacier trekking or times when you just want that little extra coverage, then the long-sleeved ADS Zip Top fits the bill.

Fabric: ADS
Sizes: 8-20
COLOURS
Hi-Vis Yellow/ Gargoyle Grey
Black

ADS 100 Round Neck
Short-sleeve 21410
Some people prefer the style and simplicity of a crew-necked baselayer and Keela has used its ADS technology to create these back-to-basics short-sleevers.

Fabric: ADS
Sizes: XS-3XL
COLOURS
Olive
Navy
Black
White
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ADS 100 Round Neck
Long-sleeve 24310

Designed to work in tandem with technical midlayers and shells, this long-sleeve jersey is an ideal first layer for hikers, mountaineers and skiers in the cooler months.

Fabric: ADS
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black

- ADS 100
- Technical fit
- High wicking properties
- Climate control
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Easy care

ADS 100 Long Johns 14280

The ADS Long Johns are designed with active users in mind: they provide enough insulation to keep muscles warm but allow heat to dissipate and perspiration to wick away.

Fabric: ADS Active
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black

- ADS Active
- High wicking properties
- Climate control
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Easy care
- Ribbed cuff
- Elasticated waist
- Front fly opening
“More comfortable, breathe better and dry out quicker in the field... you’ll be glad of them on cold adventures”
The Munro is a high specification mountaineering salopette constructed from our advanced SDP technology. Used by Mountain Rescue Teams, Tactical Forces and adventurers worldwide.

**FEATURES**

- Waterproof/windproof
- Highly breathable/wickable
- Condensation control
- Two-way full-length side leg zips with stormflap and Velcro closure
- Exterior zipped bib pocket with stormflap
- Adjustable/elasticated braces
- Articulated reinforced knee
- Inner ankle with non-slip rubber snow gaiter
- Front zipped fly
- Reinforced seat and ankle
- Fully tape sealed
- Elasticated back with Velcro adjuster
- Velcro adjuster at ankle
- Fully lined

**COLOURS**

- Black

**Munro Salopettes 14180**

Fabric: Innovation 5
Lining: ADS Laminate
Sizes: XS-3XL
(Short, Regular, Long)

**INNOVATION 5**

**WATERPROOF**

**WINDPROOF**

**CONDENSATION CONTROL**

**DURABLE**
**Alpine Advance Trousers 14190**

Using the same SDP technology as Keela’s leading jackets, the Alpine Advance trousers will keep mountaineers and climbers dry and warm in variable conditions.

**Fabric:** Prostretch  
**Lining:** ADS Laminate  
**Sizes:** XS-3XL (Short, Regular, Long)

**COLOURS**  
- Black

- Waterproof & windproof  
- Breathable  
- Two-way full-length leg zippers with stormflap and Velcro closure  
- Side Velcro tab waist adjuster  
- Waist belt-loops  
- Half-elasticated back rise  
- Detachable braces attachment (braces sold separately, below)  
- Reinforced articulated knee  
- Rear pocket with velcro closure  
- Reinforced seat and inner ankle  
- Non-slip inner rubber snow gaiters  
- Velcro tab adjuster at ankle

**Brace Set 61000**

**Iona Trousers 44201**

Comfortable, durable, technically-specced and with a female-specific fit, the Ionas are more than a match for any high mountain activities.

**Fabric:** Prostretch  
**Lining:** ADS Laminate  
**Sizes:** 8-20 (Short, Regular, Long)

**COLOURS**  
- Black

- Waterproof & windproof  
- Highly breathable/wickable  
- Condensation control  
- Two-way, third-length leg zippers with stormflap and Velcro closure  
- Waist belt-loops  
- Half-elasticated back rise  
- Detachable braces attachment (braces sold separately, below)  
- Reinforced seat and inner ankle  
- Reinforced articulated knee  
- Water resistant zipped side pocket  
- Articulated knees

**Brace Set 61000**

**Rainlife 5000 Trousers 14150**

It’s not just the top half of your body that needs protection from the elements, so these trousers are lightweight, waterproof and much comfier than typical waterproofs.

**Fabric:** Rainlife 5000  
**Sizes:** 2XS-3XL (Short, Regular, Long)

**COLOURS**  
- Navy  
- Black

- Waterproof  
- Windproof  
- Breathable  
- Elasticated waist  
- Zip to knee with stormflap  
- Fully tape sealed  
- Side pockets with snap fastenings

**Rainlife 5000**
Ladies’ Rainlife Trousers 40130

Waterproof, windproof and durable, the Rainlife trousers can be worn on their own or slipped on over walking trousers. All the seams are fully taped.

Fabric: Rainlife 5000
Sizes: 8-20
(Short, Regular, Long)

COLOURS
- Black

Stashaway Trousers 14040

As the name suggests, the Stashaways pack down into their own pocket and are perfect for just leaving in your rucksack until the heavens opens.

Fabric: Rainlife 2000
Sizes: XS-3XL
(Short, Regular, Long)

COLOURS
- Navy
- Black

- Waterproof
- Breathable
- Unlined
- Elasticated waist
- Stud adjusters at ankle
- Two side access pockets with storm flaps
- Rear ‘stashaway’ pocket

- Waterproof
- Windproof
- Breathable
- Elasticated waist
- Zip to knee with storm flap
- Fully taped sealed
- Side pockets with snap fastenings
Lightning Trousers 11000

The perfect companion for any one of our multi-sport jackets, the Lightnings are tough, durable, waterproof and windproof. Ideal for a wide range of activities.

Fabric: Rainlife 2000
Waist sizes: 28-44in (Short, Regular, Long)

COLOURS
Black

Quick drying four-way stretch fabric
Two zipped side pockets with security pocket inside one pocket
Zipped front fly
Belt-loops and belt
Reinforced seat area
Ankle zips with stormflap
Rear pocket
3M reflective piping at calves
Articulated knees
Ventilation on legs

Roadrunner Trousers 11010

Developed by Keela for the emergency services’ cycle teams, the Roadrunner features a streamlined fit, four-way stretch and reflective trim.

Fabric: StretchTec Advance
Waist sizes: 28-44in (Short, Regular, Long)

COLOURS
Black

Quick drying four-way stretch fabric
Two zipped side pockets with security pocket inside one pocket
Zipped front fly
Belt-loops
Reinforced seat area
Ankle zips on stormflap
Rear pocket
3M reflective piping at calves
Articulated knees
Ventilation on legs

Scuffer Trousers 14500

With a hybrid fabric that uses a mechanical ‘push/pull’ function with four-way stretch to ensure comfort, the Scuffers were created to take a pounding in all scenarios.

Fabric: StretchTec Advance
Sizes: XS-3XL (Short, Regular, Long)

COLOURS
Black

Quick drying four-way stretch fabric
Two zipped side pockets with security pocket inside one pocket
Zipped front fly
Belt-loops
Belt with zipped hidden security hide-away
Reinforced seat area
Inner Scuffer welt panels on inside ankle
Ankle zips
Rear pocket
“Light and durable, keeping us very warm even at a height of 5800m. I strongly recommend the Scuffers for high mountain expeditions and our very own Scottish winters”

NEPAL HIMALayan EXPEDITION TEAM
“Very comfortable to wear because of the soft feel and slight stretch; flexible in use and a hard-wearing material ideal for tough travel and outdoor pursuits”

OUTDOOR PURSUITS MAGAZINE
The Peru trousers are specifically designed to keep you cool and comfortable on your travels. With the added bonus of UV protection and quick drying properties, they are practical, functional and easy to wear; the ideal choice for any journey.

**FEATURES**
- Cargo pocket on left leg
- Two hip pockets (ladies' version has internal security pocket)
- Zipped back pocket (ladies' version)
- Elasticated waistband
- Articulated knees
- Front fly with zip
- Adjustable belt with security money pocket

**COLOURS** (Men)
- Stone
- Navy
- Black

**COLOURS** (Ladies)
- Stone
- Navy
- Black

Peru Trousers 14390
& Ladies’ Peru Trousers 44550

**Fabric:** StretchTec

**Sizes:** 28in to 44in, in short, regular or long leg (men); 8-20 in short, regular or long leg (ladies)
Paraguay Trousers 14370
Specially designed to keep you cool and comfortable, these zip-off trousers are durable, practical, multi-functional and easy to wear in a variety of situations.

**Fabric:** StretchTec

**Sizes:** 28in to 44in (Short, Regular, Long)

**COLOURS**
- Grey
- Stone
- Black

---

Ladies’ Rio Trousers 44380
The women’s version of our popular Paraguay trousers has an ergonomic, tailored cut with UV protection and quick-drying properties. Ideal for global travellers.

**Fabric:** StretchTec

**Sizes:** 8-20 (Short, Regular, Long)

**COLOURS**
- Stone
- Black

---

Men’s Travel Shirt LS 22110
This long-sleeve shirt with inherent quick dry and easy care properties is the perfect travel companion. With UV protection and a classic cut, it’s ideal for use while on the road.

**Fabric:** Explorer

**Sizes:** XS-3XL

**COLOURS**
- Azure Blue Check
Men’s Travel Shirt SS 22120

Lightweight and comfortable, this short-sleeve shirt is ideal for use on your travels. It will keep you cool and the inherent UV protection will ensure you are safe in the sun.

Fabric: Explorer
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Pale Blue Check
- Blue Check
- Stone Check

Ladies’ Travel Shirt LS 42110

Designed with a tailored fit – plus quick dry and easy care properties – this long-sleeve shirt is a great choice for adventures in warmer climates.

Fabric: Explorer
Sizes: 8-20

COLOURS
- Purple Check

Ladies’ Travel Shirt SS 42120

This short-sleeve shirt combines comfort with protection in a tailored fit. UV protection, with quick dry and easy care properties, means you can enjoy worry-free travelling.

Fabric: Explorer
Sizes: 8-20

COLOURS
- Hot Pink Check

- Classic cut
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV Protection
- Lightweight & comfortable
- Patch pocket
- Cool handle

- Tailored fit
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV Protection
- Lightweight & comfortable chest pocket with button closure
- Roll-up sleeve tabs

- Tailored fit
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV Protection
- Lightweight & comfortable chest pocket with button closure
Men’s Country Shirt 22100

With button-up sleeves and a supersoft feel, this shirt is perfect for everything from a UK summer stroll to winter travel. Look stylish while staying practical and protected.

Fabric: Explorer
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Dark Brown Check
- Khaki Check

ESP Polo Shirt 28000

We’ve incorporated ESP technology into a simple polo shirt that can be worn anywhere. Perfect for pre/post workout and for easing injuries and reducing healing time.

Fabric: CADS & ESP panels
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black

CADS Polo Shirt 26280

This specially-constructed yarn network rapidly draws moisture away from the body and disperses it over a large area for super fast evaporation into the atmosphere.

Fabric: CADS
Sizes: XS-3XL

COLOURS
- Black
- Red
- Green

- Easy Care
- Wickable
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Anti-microbial
- Lightweight
- Climate control
- Relaxed fit
- Button collar

- Easy Care
- Wickable
- Quick dry
- UV protection
- Anti-microbial
- Lightweight
- Climate control
- Relaxed fit
- Button collar

- Classic cut
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV protection
- Lightweight & comfortable
- Patch pocket
- Brushed handle
- Roll-up sleeve tabs

- Classic cut
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV protection
- Lightweight
- Climate control
- Relaxed fit
- Button collar

- Classic cut
- Quick dry
- Easy care
- UV protection
- Lightweight
- Climate control
- Relaxed fit
- Button collar
“A pleasure to wear and looked as good after 48 hours as it was when I first put it on. It did not crease up and was cool to wear as we dashed from one flight to another”

NSARDA & NEWSAR Chairman
Waterbug 50520

The Waterbug is a fun, all-in-one waterproof and breathable protective cocoon suit. With 3M reflective safety stripes for your child, this is the ideal ‘stage 1’ outdoor clothing.

**Fabric:** Rainlife 5000

**Sizes:** 6 months, 12 months, 18 months, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, 5 years

**COLOURS**
- Red/Navy
- Navy/Red

---

Youth Belay Jacket 51010

Warm, lightweight and compact, the Youth Belay jacket is perfect for cold walks or chilly summer nights. Reflective piping and PrimaLoft® insulation combines safety with functionality.

**Fabric:** Flylite Ripstop

**Insulation:** PrimaLoft® Gold

**Sizes:** 7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14, 15/16 years

**COLOURS**
- Red
- Blue
- Black

---

Youth Munro Jacket 51020

Based on our award-winning adult Munro jacket, the youth version can tackle the harshest of conditions. Perfect for skiing, winter hiking or simply those frosty morning walks to school.

**Fabric:** Innovation 8

**Lining:** ADS Laminate

**Sizes:** 7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14, 15/16 years

**COLOURS**
- Rescue Red/Black
- Blue/Black
- Black

---

**Features**
- Windproof & breathable
- Fully tape sealed
- Attached hood
- Centre front zip
- 3M reflective stripes on sleeves and legs for safety
- Elasticated at wrist, ankles and waist
- Chin tab with Velcro closure

---

**Features**
- Windproof & breathable
- Primaloft insulation
- Lycra cuffs
- Reflective piping
- Two hip pockets with stormflap

---

**Features**
- Hem drawcords with toggle adjustment
- Full-length front zip
- Scooped back
- Stashable

---

**Features**
- Waterproof & windproof
- Highly breathable & wickable
- Condensation control
- Reinforced shoulder panels
- Attached technical hood with wired peak
- Scooped back
- Shockcord with cord-locks at hood, waist and hem
- Chin guard

---

**Features**
- Concealed security pockets
- Two zipped chest pockets with double stormflaps
- Two lower zipped pockets, fleece-lined with stormflaps
- Two-way front zipper with double stormflap, Velcro closure and snaps
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
Boulder 3-in-1 Jacket 51050

A midweight liner, the Boulder fleece uses the non-pill, soft touch Zetland 100 fabric, offering high warmth-to-weight ratio. Can be used on its own or zipped into the Boulder jacket.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14 years

COLOURS
- Red
- Berry
- Navy

- Waterproof, windproof & breathable
- Waterproof front zip with inner stormflap
- Rollaway hood with wired peak
- Two zipped chest pockets with stormflap
- Internal zip for fleece insertion (compatible with Boulder Fleece)
- Adjustable hem
- Adjustable cuffs
- Scooped back
- Reflective detail front and back
- Interactive zip to fit Boulder jacket
- Zetland Micro Fleece
- Scooped back
- Two zipped pockets
- Adjustable cuffs
- Adjustable hem
- Inner stormflap with chin guard

Boulder Trousers 52010

The Boulder Trousers complete our youth range and are designed to perform against the elements. A simple style, they’re waterproof, windproof and will keep kids warm and dry.

Fabric: Innovation 8
Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14 years

COLOURS
- Navy

- Waterproof
- Windproof
- Breathable
- Fully-taped seams
- Elasticated waist
- Stud adjusters at ankle
Boffin Hat 60830

Cosy and toasty – two words to describe the Keela Boffin Hat. Made from Zetland 100 fabric, providing easy care, non-pill and excellent thermal properties.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Colours: Black
Sizes: S-M, L-XL

Gaiters 60810

Designed for the toughest terrain, with a removable rubber strap that’s virtually indestructible.

Fabric: Innovation 5
Colours: Black
Sizes: M, L
- Elasticated at ankle
- Metal hook for attachment to boot
- Removable strap
- Drawcord/cord-lock
- Reinforced ripstop patches

Polacap 60860

Often copied, never bettered – the Polacap is both waterproof and breathable; the outer is made from Rainlife 5000 fabric with a warm Zetland liner. The wired peak protects the face from rain and sun glare, while ear guards keep the wind at bay.

Fabric: Rainlife 5000 & Zetland 100
Colours: Black
Sizes: M, L

Neck Gaiter 60850

A lightweight thermal neck warmer made from performance Zetland 100 fleece fabric, so it isn’t bulky and packs away easily. Long enough to pull up over your nose and ears while still keeping your neck covered.

Fabric: Zetland 100
Colours: Black, Orange, Snow, Blue
Sizes: one size
- Warm and comfortable
- Easy to pack away
- Retains warmth
- Quick dry
- Breathable

Expedition Sock with Primaloft Fibres 60250

Our fully-cushioned, top-of-the-range sock is ideal for the harshest of conditions. The PrimaLoft® Silver and Merino Wool blends comfort with enhanced warmth and performance, wicking moisture away from the skin to keep feet dry and comfortable.

Fabric: 29% PrimaLoft® Silver yarn, 29% Merino Wool, 20% Isofil® Polypropylene, 8% Nylon, 5% Cordura® Polyester, 2% Lycra® Elastane
Colour: Carbon
Sizes: S (3.5-6), M (6.5-9), L (9.5-12)

Sherpa Hood 60910

The PrimaLoft® Hood is designed as an add-on for our popular Sherpa jacket, although it is nevertheless suitable for use with a variety of jackets. The Flylite outer fabric means it’s windproof and resistant to water, while the PrimaLoft® insulation gives an impressive warmth to weight ratio. This is no simple packable hood, this is compact innovation.

Fabric: Flylite, PrimaLoft®
Colours: Black
Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Keela & the Outdoors

At Keela we love the outdoors, so as well as working with rescue teams to keep people safe we have also become the first waterproof clothing manufacturer in the UK to sign up to the Sustainable Clothing Action Plan (SCAP).

SUSTAINABLE CLOTHING ACTION PLAN
We are committed to reducing waste and increasing sustainability through garment and process improvements, and believe it is important to work together to keep our environment beautiful.

LOVE YOUR CLOTHES (LYC)
Want to get involved? Check out LYC, run by SCAP – it has plenty of information on extending the life of your clothing. • loveyourclothes.org.uk

Keela & Sponsorship

At Keela we always aim to do what we can to help the community and believe this is a key part of our business.

As part of our approach to work in the community, we have helped with a number of local, national and international causes, sponsored events and individuals.
Because of the limitations of printing ink in matching colours the colour swatches and garments shown throughout this catalogue may not match the colourways of purchased products and are provided solely as a guide. Additionally features may vary through garment versions. No responsibility will be accepted by Keela, its agents or suppliers for decisions made on such a basis.

Innovation
One of the key elements of our System Dual Protection range, Innovation fabric is completely waterproof and windproof. As a breathable fabric with a hydrophilic coating, Innovation fabrics offer protection even in the harshest conditions. Innovation 5 is used in our award-winning Men's and Ladies' Munro Jackets; Innovation 8 with built-in ripstop is used in our Cumulus MRT jacket.

Innovation XL
Used in our waterproof fleece range, Innovation XL provides warmth and comfort with the added benefit of being 100% waterproof and windproof.

ProStretch
Combining a water and windproof, breathable fabric with a four-way stretch movement, ProStretch fabric is perfect for high activity sports where freedom of movement is essential. A softshell outer gives maximum comfort while maintaining protection from the elements.

Blizzard 3-Layer
Blizzard 3-layer fabric is lightweight and completely waterproof and windproof, offering exceptional protection from the elements. With the use of capillary technology the fabric is breathable and very hard-wearing, making it ideal for extreme sports where weight and durability are important.

Ventile
Ventile is densely woven from 100% cotton using the world's finest long staple fibre. It is not coated or laminated, yet the combination of the dense weave and the swelling properties of the fibres when wet provide excellent weatherproofing. Ventile is an entirely natural product that offers a unique level of comfort, look and feel as well as being windproof, highly breathable, very durable and quiet.

SIZE CHARTS

MEN (sizes in inches)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
<th>XXXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>33-35</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>39-41</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>45-47</td>
<td>48-50</td>
<td>51-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>44-46</td>
<td>48-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Leg</td>
<td>29 Short</td>
<td>32 Regular</td>
<td>34 Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOMEN (sizes in inches)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>10/XS</th>
<th>12/S</th>
<th>14/M</th>
<th>16/L</th>
<th>18/XL</th>
<th>20/XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Leg</td>
<td>29 Short</td>
<td>31 Regular</td>
<td>33 Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHILDREN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>1/2</th>
<th>3/4</th>
<th>5/6</th>
<th>7/8</th>
<th>9/10</th>
<th>11/12</th>
<th>13/14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height (in centimetres)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEELA FABRIC TECHNOLOGY
Rainlife
Rainlife 2000 uses a lightweight outer nylon with a hydrophilic coating, which makes the ideal outer skin for multi-activity use. Rainlife 5000 uses a texturised outer with a waterproof hydrophilic coating; this delivers improved breathability and waterproofing for fantastic all-round outdoor performance.

Flylite Series
The Flylite fabric range has been developed to protect against the elements while adding minimal weight. These ultralight fabrics are tough, wicking, windproof and water-resistant, with a great strength-to-weight ratio.

Flylite Ripstop
Flylite Ripstop is ideal where something a little more durable is needed. With ripstop construction this 100% nylon fabric is hardwearing, even in the harshest terrain. Ideal for a variety of applications from trail running to mountaineering.

Flylite Ultra
The ultimate in windstopper fabric, our Flylite Ultra is water-resistant, wickable, breathable and has a soft handle which feels great next to the skin.

Flylite Aqua
When waterproof technology is needed nothing beats our Flylite Aqua. Waterproof to 10,000mm and with a weight of just 59gsm this fabric is strong and versatile, ideal for a multitude of sports.

Zetland
The Zetland range is the ideal fleece fabric for any outdoor activity. Soft to touch yet hardwearing, this 100% polyester fabric is tightly knitted, providing excellent thermal properties and insulation. All the fabrics within this range are non-pill, easy-care, high wicking and quick drying.

Zetland 100
Our Zetland 100 is a durable mid-weight fleece perfect for use in outer layer garments. When combined with our Innovation XL liner and DWR coating, Zetland 100 is transformed into a waterproof, windproof fabric that will withstand the most testing of conditions.

Zetland 200
A heavier weight fleece ideal for midlayers and outer layers when conditions demand something warmer. With excellent warmth-to-weight ratio Zetland 200 is great for extreme conditions.

Zetland Micro
The lightest fabric in the Zetland range, Zetland Micro has a soft handle which makes it perfect as a midlayer or a thermal layer worn next to the skin.
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